Run February 22nd 2018 # 2506
Location: Brook Hotel, 167 Osborne Road, Mitchelton
Theme: The Shortest and nearest Craps Run (truly named: Harmonic Resonance Run)
Hares: Scruffy & Verbal D.
It was but only 3 runner’s and mostly drunken walkers….but it was a dark and cold night as
a few devotees gingerly assembled to endure the oncoming cold front for which the beanies
seemed most appropriate, VD even wore his IRA beanie (he had a bit of trouble when he
stopped for petrol on the way to hash!!)! Most noticeable was the number of hashmen now
wearing the correct running shoes – as different from last fortnight’s sandshoe run! At the
start there would have been barely 1 runner, but 3 runner’s and no straggler’s.
The running pack proceeded Followed by Tight Nut, Optus and 4X’s.
O TIME ran into some football runners, thinking they were part of the pack followed them
along the concrete path the wrong way.
The On On location wasn’t the best with the pre-organsed fare more expensive than the
cheapest on offer. Tight nut and Fuck nut, truly understood what was needed. Bar Fare. For
half the price of the fuss on offer at the restaurant. The restaurateur nearly called the cops,
how dare the Hash Men seek cheap fare on a Monday. The cops duly arrived and sniffed
around and left, we figured they were just collecting their freebies for the night. BUGS shit
himself when the cops came close to us and hid the esky behind a car down the street. The
On On was a successful ruckus with SNAPPY TOM getting iced for being photographed in
the paper between two “lovelies” whose gender was very questionable.

Verdict:
Run 5.11/11th
/10
On On location 3/10
On On food / don’t know (cheapest fare in the
pub – against advice, but good value. Best fun
was had watching the hash-men try to get to
their car in one piece through the heavy rain
and lightening) On on Tight Nut

